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ABSTRACT 

 

 One of the important tasks in sensor networks is broadcasting, when a sensor node sends 

its data to other sensor nodes we are encounter with a lack of energy. With due to attention to 

limited source of each sensor nodes, we must use a suitable algorithm for saving energy and this 

algorithm MBE. In this work we propose an algorithm that we can find the minimum of energy. 

The purpose of Fuzzy-ACO algorithm is solving the problem on the MBE. The test results show 

(or according to the test results) ACO algorithm is much better and more efficient than other 

algorithms. Depending on the type of antennas that is using in the sensor network, the results of 

the ACO Concentrated algorithm and ACO Fuzzy algorithm are very close together. 

 

Key words: Minimum energy broadcast, centralized computing, Ant colony optimization & 

system fuzzy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Since 1980 computers were easily found in any home and they used a wire to connect to 

each other and after several years generated advanced technologies for communication between 

computers.  

Today communications between systems are doing with small machine and in insecure places; in 

fact this progressive technology is an advantage of sensor networks that introduced in article [1]. 

Sensor nodes are transferring their data's to other sensor nodes with radio frequencies. As you 

know these nodes have a high speed to transfer their information on the other hand they are 

about7 inches. And there is limited memory inside them and they are using in places such as 

hospitals (to health) and agriculture and economic. 

The sensor nodes are useful in distributed environments too. A good (unique) featured of sensor 

nodes in collaboration between them and the result of this collaboration is doing complex tasks. 

When there is no energy source, you can use sensor nodes too. So in this process we must control 

the energy consumption of each node because we are encounter sensor nodes with different 

levels of energy transferring, from different companies that we are studying their energy 

consumption at the moment of data transferring. 

 

 MATERIALS AND METHODS (Times New Roman, Font size:12 ,Bold ,left aligned) 

 

1.1-Related Works 

 

In this part we want to show you completed works about minimum energy broad casting in 

wireless sensor networks, so you can find them in these articles: the summary of sensor 

networks, introduced in article [3], ACO concentrated algorithm in articles [4,5] that it search's 

with r-shrink, introduced in article [6] and you can know about the type of real antenna in ACO 

algorithm in article [1], [MEM] means transfer information, introduced in part [2] and article [6], 

MEM with of antennas introduced in part [3], article [6]. There are some complex ways about 

energy broadcasting introduced in article [9-2] according to Centralized heuristic ways or ACO 

MEB problem with real of antennas is about BIP algorithm, introduced in article [13-14]. We 

have some different algorithms that introduced in article [15] (MPR) algorithm and DP algorithm 

in traduced in article [16]. 
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1-2 – The Original 
 

In this work (Process) we are studying use Fuzzy -ACO algorithm for saving energy in MEBRA. 

This algorithm is according to the BIP heuristic algorithm. Development structure of the solution 

is according to the local search and the results show that the function of Centralized Fuzzy-ACO 

algorithm is much better than Centralized ACO algorithm and BIP algorithm. 

 

1.3-Organization of the paper 

 

Paper is organized as follows: minimum energy Broad Casting in sensor networks with the real 

antenna introduced in part [2] ACO-Fuzzy algorithm Centralized in Minimum energy 

broadcasting Show the results of reiteration  different algorithm in part [4], And results and 

works for the future are distinct become determined. 

 

2 - Minimum Energy Broad casting in sensor networks with the real antenna: 

Consider that a set of nodes V, i  member of the set V is   set of nodes V have  is a finite 

energy As energy in the battery is defined as pi ϵ p={tp1, tp2,…,tpm} and as one of Energy  tp1=0 

Is defined to be graduallyincreases energy. For a nodes can perform data transfer they require 

more energy to their distance from the sensor node is Namely pi> = d ( i , j )
α
, α is a parameter 

that depends on the environment. k is the energy of sensor nodes and d(i, j) the distance between 

twonodes the valueof theconstantα, we assumethat 2or4hereweconsider MEB problem in paper 

[21] is presented A set of nodes, It is a question of hard or NP we consider the fixed points A 

link is defined between the points where d(i , j) Euclidean distance is  between the nodes i , j 

Graph G(V,E) Define and If the source node S and node transmission power for sensor nodes 

and a set of Formula 1. 

The value of the constant α, we assume that α= 2 or 4 Here we consider 2. MEB problem is in 

paper [21].  This is a difficult problem or NP nodes with a set of fixed points, and we define a 

link between points is so. Euclidean distance between  the nodes i and j. You can define the 

network node and a source node S to transfer power to all sensor nodes can define the formula 1. 




vi
T jipEjiTF ),(),max()(  ),(1),(|min{),( jidtpljidtplptpljip 

 

(1) (2) 
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Note that the transmission power level (see [4]) setting which corresponds to a solution T is 

obtained by setting pi: = 0 for all leaf nodes of T, and otherwise. 

ijT pEjipi  ),max(:
 

3. BIP for the MEBRA problem 

 

The BIP algorithm [5] starts from a partial solution T = (VT , ET ), where VT := {s} and ET := ∅ , 

which is iteratively increased until all nodes in the network are included in the solution. In other 

words, T initially includes only the source node s.  

 At each construction step, one edge is added to the current partial solution. The set NT of 

potential links that can be added to T is defined as follows: 

},),{(: TTT VjVjiN   

where E is the edge set of the directed network G as defined in Section 2. More specifically, NT 

consists of those links whose source node is in T, whereas the goal node is not in T . The choice 

of a link from NT is done by means of a greedy function η() that assigns a value to each e ∈  NT . 

The BIP algorithm uses the following greedy function: 

TNeTfTfe  ),(*)(:)(  

Hereby, T ⋆is defined as follows: 

 

)}(

}),{(|),{(}{:*

eTf

vueTfVVVuvueTT TT




 

The operation ⊕ adds an edge e to a tree T. In addition it adds to T the end node of e which is not 

yet part of T Concerning Eq. (5), T ⋆  is obtained by extending T with edge e = (i, j) and 

additionally with all the other edges from NT (if any) that can be added to T without any further 

increase of the global transmission power. This concerns all links e = (i, k) ∈  NT with d(i, k) 

≤pij.[2] 

 

3 – Introduction centralized Fuzzy- ACO algorithm: 

Here, we introduce concentrated fuzzy-ACO algorithm. ACO algorithm is presented in 

paper [2], and known as the MAX-MIN. At first in fuzzy system the effective parameters in the 

solving problem process, real numbers convert into fuzzy values And then with using fuzzy 

(4) 

(3) 
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process and use Membership functions of input and output variables Using a fuzzy rule base we 

obtain the required output Which is includes 3 parts.  

Section1: The input membership functions,  

Section2: the output Membership functions,  

Section 3: base fuzzy rules and Non-fuzzy operation mechanism. to find the fuzzy value to a real 

number with non fuzzy mechanism. 

 At the beginning of the algorithm for each of the input variables and distance between nodes and 

values pheromone nodes we defined an Equivalent membership function, distance= 

[near,mideum ,far]and pheromone = [Low, mid, high], The input values are normal pheromone 

and distance 

1
)tanmax(

)tan(
tan0 

sdis

sdisreal
sdis

                            (6) 

1
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                                                          Fig2. Input membership functions   Distance 

Pheromone = [low, medium, high]  
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Fig3. Input   membership functions distance. 
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In the next step obtain optimal path. The optimal path is a path with high pheromone and low 

distance. 

we define optimize the output variable as a fifth-grade quality with quantity worst = 0.01, bad = 

0.25, medium = 0.5, good = 0.75 , Best=1. 

 

 

Fig4 .Optimal node Output membership functions 

 

Design of fuzzy rule base: 

At this stage we design a table with number of rows and columns that the columns indicate the 

distance and the rows indicate the pheromone. With output functions we complete the fuzzy rule-

base table. 

Table1: Design of fuzzy rule base    

Far Medium Near Distans| phermon 

Worst Bad Medium Near 

Bad Medium Good medium 

Medium Good Best Far 

 

In the next step by attention to the optimality output we write numeric values  of each cell. and 

With use non-construction fuzzy we find Optimality node. 

 

 

 

                                (3)                                       

 

 

How with use, the optimality node, compute would Probability Selection nodes.  
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                            (4) 

After calculating the probability of selecting nodes optimality is obtained from the formula 

4.You must fill out the fuzzy rule base Different values for each row and column of the table. 

 

Algorithm1:  

Fomally The  ACO_fazzalgoritm is: 

1. Initialize: 

Set n=node          {n is  number   node } 

Set m=node         {m is number    ant   } 

Set    mn=0          {mn   is the cycle counter} 

1. For every edge(i,j) 

 Set an initial value pheromone ij=c 

2. For every edge (i,j)&pheromone (i,j)  

Amount  fuzzy creating. Formula (6) 

End. 

3. Design fuzzy rule base 

Set worst:=%1 ,set bad:= 0.25 , set medium:= 0.5 

Set good:=  0.75 , set best :=1 

4. For f=1: node  

Finding(goodnessij
k
 ) an optimal node 

5. For h =1:node  

Probabilitypij
k
given by equation (7) 

6.  For  x=1 : node 

 Construction tree 

7. For t=1:n 

update pheromone with ij 

End. 

When   (nm <mnmax)  

repeat step 3:6 

    Print shortest tour 

End Algoritm. 
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This algorithm is controlling by the master node (S), and the master nodes task is triggering other 

network nodes. Triggering means make fuzzy input, distance and pheromone Parameters. And 

construction the solutions based on the nodes optimality and probability of the selection and 

update the pheromone trails selection. The fuzzy-ACO algorithm keeps one part of the solution 

inside, And it continues Construction of the tree Solution components include links and the 

amount of pheromone paths If the node use in the next iteration And the previous amount of e  

from that node will participate in the algorithm. 

 3.1 - build tree 

At this point, we present a method to build the tree. It is performed by each node 

Algorithm2. 

 Initially, the solution at each node in the array with a key principal id-node state [id-node] is 

stored, the state array sensor nodes is a place to store the values in the array is null.  

Each node of the tree with a message to the other nodes requesting that the other neighboring 

nodes. The key to making the application available to all nodes in the tree Shows. The nodes can 

be requested by sending a message to the node ID of accepting. Location of the next node 

obtains with pij
k
. Select the most probable position of the index and the taboo list until the list is 

going to be a taboo. 

The most important issues in the fuzzy algorithm ACO pheromone update pheromone values 

node algorithm keeps himself updated in and the next iteration of the ant pheromone path to 

select the previous value in the new update will affect .Each node in the task of choosing a 

transport solution, ie, no des do not have any knowledge about the construction of spanning tree. 

Algoritm 2: 

Input: the number of to constructed each iteration (mn) 

Mn=0 

While (mn<  max(mn)) do 

For j =1 :mn 

Fa
j
 = trigger solution construction fuzzy () 

End 

For h=1:mn 


h
= trigger soluation construction goodness node () 
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End 

For update pheromone  

Mn=mn+1 end  

While output:
b
 

3.2- Update pheromone 

After each iteration we must update pheromone table by using this formula: 

Our fuzz-ACO algorithm may three different solution for updating the pheromone values (i) the 

minimum iteration Tib, (ii) the restart best solution and Trb (iii) the best so – far solution Tbs. 

Their influence depends on the convergence factor cf, which provides an estimate about the state 

of convergence of the system. 

(7) ),(.),(.),(. eTkeTkeTk bsbsrbrbibib    

wherekib is the weight of Tib , krb the weight of Trb , and kbs such that kib + krb + kbs = 1.0 the δ function  

 

Local search: r-shrink 

The Local search procedure r-shrink was originally developed by Das et al. (2003) for the MEB 

problem in case of Omni-directional antennas. a given solution Tj (tree). Given a broadcast tree 

T=(VT,ET) with source node s and a parameter r,  r <= |VT|-2 as input the original r-shrink works 

as follows. Each node i ϵVT  with k > = r children is considered. K is number children nodes. 

First, the children of i are ordered in decreasing distance from i say { j1…. Jk } where j1 is the 

child with the greatest distance from i. Then the first r children (that is, the r most distance 

children) are disconnected from i, and the algorithm tries to reconnect then to any of their non-

descendants in the best way possible, that is, in a way that is least energy consuming. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 before the 1-shrink operation[] 
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Fig .4 after the 1-shrink operation[] 

5–Results 

Table 2 is the results if the algorithm is the amounts of from one in each link and is the 

distance between two links and after select a link the tree will grow (develop) until the nodes 

completed. 

And after we obtain the tree, this process is end, its mean expense of the first reputations and in 

the next reputations we have a tree that the expense of these reputations will study with previous 

reputations. 

 If the amount of their reputations is much better than others or (other reputations), the amounts 

of  will be true, but on the contrary will be false and step by step are the changeable amount of  

better solution, best reputations and better new solution, then we` can update amounts of the 

paths Pheromone and we obtain that from this formula. 

Kib is the best repetition weight Krb is the best new solution Kbs is the best solution weight . 

P is the coefficient of evaporation that we consider it as p=0/15. We obtain the agent of 

convergence from this formula. Table2: Results from 30 experiments 

Table 2: Result for 30 example test  minimum energy broadcast in sensor networks with BIP,ACO, Fuzz-ACO 

 

 

Results for the 10 instances with  algorithm ACO 

Minimum BIP Minimum Fuzzy-ACO Minimum ACO Node 

480.2374 6.7025 582.194 
P1 

458.9901 6.3231 591.1046 
P2 

429.112 7.6854 588.988 
P3 

433.515 5.6022 581.1314 
P4 

432.8655 5.9388 586.169 
P5 

450.3971 5.1716 557.4988 
P6 

342.1886 6.3702 379.6728 
P7 

331.767 6.8323 354.8532 
P8 

325.3778 5.815 348.6197 
P9 

480.2374 6.7025 582.194 
10 
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Fig 7.fazz-ACO 
 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper (part) we deal with the minimum power broadcasting with realistic antenna 

(MEBRA) that this problem has been studied by two participants in the past. 1. Greedy 

function BIP, BIP+ 2.Centralized ACO algorithm 3. Centralized ant colony Fuzzy- ACO 

algorithm use greedy information to construct solution, more ever (in addition) the source of 

the node is inside itself. Information about constructed solutions and update of the pheromone 

on the source node, in turn, leads to measures (actions) such as construction of the solutions 

and update the pheromones value. 

According to our results the Fuzzy ACO algorithm is generally much better than the classic 

centralized algorithm and classical heuristic (BIP) algorithm. This is makeable achievement 

because the distributed version of BIP is significantly worse than concentrated version of BIP. 

When sensor node's with multiple level of power transmission is considered, the results of the 

fuzzy ACO algorithm that this charge able process is growing with increase the power level. 
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